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Introduction
The classification of finite dimensional real simple Lie algebras has been a classical problem. In 1914,Élie Cartan classified the simple Lie algebras over the reals for the first time. A number of subsequent simplifications of the proof followed, until in 1996, using the theory of Vogan diagrams, A. W. Knapp derived a quick proof ofÉlie Cartan's classification in [8] .
The Kac-Moody Lie algebras are an infinite-dimensional generalization of the semisimple Lie algebras via the Cartan matrix and generators. The real forms of complex affine Lie algebras are of two kinds, "almost split" and "almost compact." V. Back et. al. classified
INTRODUCTION
the almost split real forms of the affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra in [4] and H. Ben Messaoud and G. Rousseau gave a classification of the almost compact real forms in [12] . Work towards developing the theory of Vogan diagrams for the real forms of non-twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras was done by P. Batra in [1, 2] . In the present paper the theory of Vogan diagrams for twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras is developed.
As introduced in [7] , a Vogan diagram is a Dynkin diagram of a Lie algebra with a diagram involution, such that the vertices fixed by the involution are either painted or unpainted depending on whether they are noncompact or compact. An important result in the theory of Vogan diagrams for real simple Lie algebras states that any Vogan diagram can be transformed, by changing the ordering of its base, into a diagram which has at most one noncompact imaginary root and that root occurs at most twice in the largest root of that simple Lie algebra. Since in the case of affine Kac-Moody algebras, changing the order does not give a Vogan diagram with at most one shaded root, therefore a notion of equivalence of Vogan diagrams for non-twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras was introduced in [1] . In the present paper we modify the definition of the Vogan diagrams for the twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras. In addition to the structural information already superimposed, a Vogan diagram now contains numerical labels on the vertices of the underlying Dynkin diagram as given in Figure 1 . The classification of the almost compact real forms of affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras as given in [12] , prompts the definition of suitable equivalence relations among the Vogan diagrams for twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras. With respect to this equivalence relation we prove the following result.
Theorem. Let g be a twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra. Then 1. Two almost compact real forms of g having equivalent Vogan diagrams are isomorphic.
Every abstract Vogan diagram for g, represents an almost compact real form of g.
The analogues of these results for the non-twisted Kac-Moody Lie algebras were proved by P. Batra in [1, Theorem 5.2] and [2, Theorem 5.2] respectively. Owing to the difference in the structural realizations of the non-twisted and twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras, the methods used in [1, 2] prove insufficient to yeild the main theorems for the twisted affine KacMoody Lie algebras. This difficulty is resolved by using the notion of "adapted realization" of an affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra as introduced in [12] .
It is a fairly easy matter to work out representatives of the equivalence classes of Vogan diagrams for the twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras. These have been listed in Figures 2 and 3. A match in the count of the non-equivalent Vogan diagrams and the count of non-isomorphic almost compact real forms as given in [12] , seems to suggest the existence of a bijective correspondence between the equivalence classes of Vogan diagrams and the isomorphism classes of almost compact real forms of twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras. This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 reviews known facts about (complex) indecomposable twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras g. In Section 3, the automorphisms and real forms of g are discussed, certain results from [12] , which allow simple proofs of the main theorems are recalled and some properties of the Cartan subalgebras of the almost compact real forms of g are studied. In Section 4, the Vogan diagrams are introduced, their equivalence relations defined and the main theorems are stated and proved. In Figure 2 and 3, the non-equivalent Vogan diagrams for the twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras are given.
Notational Convention. The complexification m⊗C of a real Lie algebra m will be denoted by m C . Given a finite order automorphism φ of a Lie algebra L, we shall denote by L φ , the fixed point subalgebra {x ∈ L | φ(x) = x} of L. By abuse of notation we shall denote Z∩[m, n] by [m, n] for all m, n ∈ Z. For all integers n, ε n will denote the n th root of unity.
2 Kac-Moody Lie algebras 2.1. Let g be an affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra over the complex field C. There exists a generalized Cartan matrix A = (a i,j ) i,j∈ [0,l] such that g = g(A) is generated by the Cartan subalgebra h and the elements e i , f i for i ∈ [0, l](cf. [6, Chapter 1]). We have a decomposition
where △ ⊂ h * {0} denotes the root system of (g, h).
) the set of positive roots and △ − = −△ + the set of negative roots of g. The coroots (α
Let W denote the Weyl group of g. α ∈ △ is said to be a real root, if α is W -conjugate to a root in π and the set of real roots is denoted by △ re . The elements of △ im = △ △ re are called the imaginary roots of g.
Realization of a Kac-Moody
Lie algebra : Letġ be a finite dimensional simple Lie algebra over C, µ a k-order automorphism ofġ for k < ∞, ε k = e 2iπ k , a primitive k th root of unity and (., .) a nondegenerate, invariant, symmetric bilinear form onġ.
Lie algebra over C. Ifḣ denotes the Cartan subalgebra ofġ, then
• h =ḣ ∩ġ 0 is the Cartan subalgebra ofġ 0 . We denote by g the infinite dimensional Lie algebra:
The Lie algebra structure on g is such that c is the canonical central element and
where x, y ∈ġ, λ, λ 1 ∈ C. The element d acts diagonally on g with integer eigenvalues and induces Z-gradation on l(ġ, µ, ε k ). The Lie algebra l(ġ, Id, 1) with µ = Id denotes a nontwisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra and l(ġ, µ, ε k ) for µ = Id and k = 2 or 3 denotes a twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra. Clearly in a manner such that a system of representatives of the µ-orbits of {1, · · · , n} is {1, · · · , l}. Since order of µ( = Id) is k(=2 or 3), therefore for any i ∈ {1, · · · , n}, the cardinality n i of the µ-orbit ofα
2l where
,··· ,l is a system of Chevalley generators of the simple Lie algebra
* be the highest weight of the
} is a system of generators of g(A), the Lie algebra associated to a generalized Cartan matrix A (cf. [6, Theorem 8.3 
]).
A compact form u(A) of g(A) is defined as the fixed point set of g(A) under the compact involution ω defined onġ ⊗ C[t, t −1 ] as follows:
2.4.
A graph S(A) called the Dynkin diagram of A can be associated to a generalized Cartan matrix (GCM) A as explained in [6] . A Dynkin diagram S( connected graph. The matrix A is determined by the Dynkin diagram and the enumeration of its vertices. Figure 1 gives the Dynkin diagrams of the twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras. The enumeration of the generators is the same as in [6] except in the case A
2l , where the enumeration is reversed and the case A 
Let
• △ be the root system of [1,l] be the corresponding dual basis in 
2l :
With respect to the enumeration of the simple roots of A
2l as given in Figure 1 , similar calculations as in [6, Proposition 6.3] show that for g of type A where, 
2l and α 0 = δ − 2θ, with θ ∈ (
2l . If a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a l are the numerical labels of S(A) as in Figure 1 , then the element δ ∈ h * is defined as, δ = l i=0 a i α i and we have,
Let g γ be the root space of γ ∈ △. For γ ∈ △ re , dim g γ = 1.
For a rootα ofġ, ifė ±α ∈ġα is such that the C-span of {ėα,
and H α ∈
• h can be suitably chosen such that the C-span of {E α,ks , H α , E −α,−ks } is isomorphic 3 Automorphisms and Real forms of g 3.1. Define a group G acting on g by the adjoint representation Ad:G→ Aut(g). It is generated by the subgroups U α , for α ∈ △ re , which are isomorphic to the additive groups g α by an isomorphism exp such that Ad • exp = exp • ad.
A Cartan subalgebra (CSA) of g is a maximal ad g -diagonalizable Lie subalgebra. The CSA's are all conjugate by G. A Borel subalgebra (BSA) is a completely solvable maximal subalgebra of g. b All the BSA's conjugate to b + (respectively b − ) are said to be positive (respectively negative).
If g is indecomposable, all BSAs are either positive or negative.
An automorphism (linear or semi-linear) of g acts in a compatible manner to Ad on G and hence transforms two conjugate BSAs to two conjugate BSAs; it is said to be of first type (respectively second type) if it transforms a positive BSA to positive (respectively negative) BSA. If g is indecomposable, all automorphisms are either of first or second type.
3.2.
Automorphisms of g : By [11] , the group of automorphisms of g is given by
where ω is the Cartan involution of g, Aut(A) is the group of permutations of [0, l] such that a ρi,ρj = a ij for i, j ∈ I, Int(g) is the set of interior automorphisms of g and T r = Tr(g, g ′ , c) is the group of transvections of g as defined in [11, 2.4] .
Let h be a standard CSA of g. A groupH is defined such that in the complex case, Ad(H)=exp ad(h) (cf. [10] ) . The group Int(g) = Ad(H ⋉ G) of interior automorphisms of g is the image of the semi-direct product ofH and G. Its derived group is the adjoint group Ad(G) (denoted by Int(g ′ )). As G acts transitively on the Cartan subalgebra, the group Int(g ′ ) does not depend on the choice of h.
Definition. Let Aut R (g) denote the group of automorphisms of g that are either C-linear or
A semi-involution of g is a semi-linear automorphism of order 2. For all semi-involutions
Lie algebra g R = g σ ′ is a real form of g, in the sense that there exists an isomorphism of the complex Lie algebras g R ⊗ C C and g; further, σ ′ is the conjugation of g with respect to g R . Thus there exists a bijective correspondence between the semi-involutions and real forms. The standard normal(or split) real form of g is the real Lie algebra generated by e i , f i , α
n is the normal semi-involution ofġ and conj(P (t)) =P (t). σ ′ n commutes with the standard Cartan involution ω. The standard Cartan semi-involution ω ′ of g is the unique semi-involution of g such that
In the standard realization of g, ω ′ induces on g ′′ the restriction ofω ⊗ ι ′ , whereω is the Cartan semi-involution ofġ and 
3.3.
Real Forms of g : The real form corresponding to a semi-involution of first type (SI1) (respectively of second type (SI2)) is said to be almost split (respectively almost compact) real form. Upto a conjugation, a classification of the almost split real forms was given in [4] and a classification of the almost compact real forms was given in [12] .
3.4.
Cartan subalgebra of a real form of g: Let g R be a real form of the complex Lie algebra g. A Lie subalgebra h 0 of g R is called the Cartan subalgebra of g R if the complexification, h 0 ⊗ C is a Cartan subalgebra of g.
Cartan Involutions:
Let σ ′ be a SI2 of g, and let g R = g σ ′ be the corresponding almost compact real form. A CSI ϑ that commutes with σ ′ is said to be adapted to σ ′ or g R .
to be the Cartan involution of σ ′ (respectively of g R or of u). The algebra of fixed points
Cartan decomposition of g R and u into eigenspaces of σ. A Cartan subalgebra h of g is said to be maximally compact for σ ′ (or g R ) if it is stable under σ ′ and if −σ ′ stabilizes a base of 
Notation. In what follows,ṡ will denote a finite dimensional semisimple Lie algebra over C.
Adapted Realization of g: Recall the following definitions from [12]:
Definition. Let σ be finite order automorphism of g of first type and h a maximally fixed Cartan subalgebra for σ. A realization of g on which σ preserves the Z-gradation and for which h is the standard Cartan subalgebra is said to be almost adapted to (σ, h). An almost adapted realization l(ṡ, ζ, ε m ) for (σ, h) on which σ commutes with the translation map T :
is said to be adapted to σ (respectively to (σ, h)).
Definition. Let σ ′ be finite order automorphism of g of second type, h a maximally compact
Cartan subalgebra for σ ′ and σ an involution of first kind associated to the pair (σ
exists an involutionσ and a semi-involutionσ ′ ofṡ commuting with µ such thatσσ ′ is a Cartan semi-involution ofṡ, σ =σ ⊗ 1 and σ ′ =σ ′ ⊗ ι ′ on the realization l ′′ (ṡ, µ, ε m ); and finally σ ′ (c) = −c and σ
It is known from [12, Proposition 3.4, Theorem 3.5 and Proposition 3.9] that given a finite order automorphism σ of first type (respectively σ ′ of second type) of g, there exists realizations of g adapted to σ (respectively adapted to σ ′ ).
3.9. Let σ be an involution adapted to a semi-involution of second type σ ′ . Since σ is an involution of g of the first kind, by [3, Chapter II] upto an interior automorphism, either σ = ρH or σ = H, where ρ is a diagram automorphism of g = l(ġ, µ, ε k ) and H is an interior automorphism of g of the form exp iπad(h 0 ), 
2. If η is odd and k = 2, then the interior involution H induces on g ′′ the automorphism t k → −t k and H in this case acts on the adapted realization l(ġ ×ġ, ζ, ε 2k ) of g, with ζ(x, y) = (y, µ(x)).
Each diagram automorphism of a twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra
where A is the algebra generated by the translation maps
The following are some examples of realizations of g = l(ġ, µ, ε k ), k = 2, 3, adapted to (σ, σ ′ , h).
where H is an interior automorphism of g. Then by Proposition 3.10(1),
ii. Let σ = ρ, where ρ is a diagram automorphism of A
2l−1 such that ρ(α 0 ) = α 1 , ρ(α 1
ad(
• p 1 ) we consider the realization l(ġ, µH 1 , ε 4 ) of g which is isomorphic to l(ġ, µ, −1) via the map ψ : l(ġ, µ, −1) → l(ġ, µH 1 , ε 4 ) defined as follows:
where C and D respectively denote the central and gradation elements of l(ġ, µH 1 , ε 4 ). Since [ 1 , it is easy to see that under the new realization e 0 = E 0 ⊗ t is mapped to E 0 ⊗ t and e 1 = e 1 ⊗ 1 is mapped to e 1 ⊗ t and hence ρ can be written in the formσ ⊗ 1 whereσ ∈ Aut(ġ) is an involution such thatσ(E 0 ) = e 1 , andσ(e i ) = e i for i ∈ [2, l]. Takingσ ′ =σω it can be easily seen thatσµH 1 = µH 1σ onġ. Hence the realization
ii. Let σ = exp iπad(p 0 ). Then by Proposition 3.10(2), l(ġ ×ġ, ζ, ε 6 ) is an adapted realization of l(ġ, µ, ε 3 ). It is known from [12] that for ζ ∈ Aut(ġ ×ġ) as defined above, φ 2 : l(ġ, µ, ε 3 ) → l(ġ ×ġ, ζ, ε 6 ) is defined by:
gives an isomorphism between the two realizations of g. Here c 2 and d 2 respectively denote the central and gradation elements of l(ġ ×ġ, ζ, ε 6 ).
3.11. Let σ ′ be a semi-involution of second type of g and let g R = (g) σ ′ be the corresponding almost compact real form of g. Let ω ′ is a Cartan semi-involution of g adapted to σ ′ . Then
) is a positive definite hermitian form on g R and given X, Y, Z ∈ g R , we have:
Since for all X ∈ g R = g σ ′ , σ ′ X = X, therefore with respect to B ω ′ , we get
This implies that for X ∈ k = g σ , adX is skew-symmetric with purely imaginary eigenvalues and for X ∈ p, adX is symmetric with real eigenvalues.
Let l(ṡ, µ, ε m ) be a realization of g adapted to (σ ′ , σ, h) whereṡ is a complex semi-simple
s R =k ⊕ṗ be its Cartan decomposition with respect toσ. 
Proof. Given a finite-dimensional semisimple Lie algebraṡ over C, by [7, Proposition 6 .60], Zṡ R (ṫ) is aσ-stable Cartan subalgebra ofṡ R of the form Zṡ R (ṫ) =ṫ ⊕ȧ, withȧ ⊂ṗ. The complex Lie algebra Z = Zṡ R (ṫ) C being a Cartan subalgebra ofṡ, is a µ−stable reductive subalgebra ofṡ. Consider the infinite abelian subalgebra
As Zṡ R (ṫ) is stable under the linear involutionσ,σ(x) ∈ Z for x ∈ Z. Hence z ′′ is σ-stable and consequently we have z 
The lemma will now follow if we prove that (ṫ)
From the definition of the action of µ on the Lie algebra l(ṡ, Id, 1) ′′ it clearly follows that,
But Z is a Cartan subalgebra ofṡ and it is known from [6, Chapter 8] , that Z µ is a Cartan subalgebra of g ′′ = l(ṡ, µ, ǫ m ) ′′ , whenever Z is a Cartan subalgebra ofṡ. Hence the claim.
3.13. Let g R be an almost compact noncompact real form of g corresponding to the SI2 σ ′ , l(ṡ, µ, ε m ) a realization of g adapted to σ ′ , σ a Cartan involution associated to σ ′ and
with (ṫ) µ ⊂k and (ȧ) µ ⊂ṗ be a σ−stable Cartan subalgebra of an almost compact real form 
Hence σα(H) = α(σ −1 H) is a root. If α is σ-imaginary, then σα = α. In this case, g α is σ-stable, and we have
A σ-imaginary real root α is said to be compact if g α ⊂ k, noncompact if g α ⊂ p.
3.14. Let α ∈ △ re be σ-real.
eigenvalues. For X ±α ∈ g ±α and H ∈ h σ ′ , we have,
Since for α ∈ △ re , dim g ±α =1, the fact that σ ′ is an involution implies that
By suitably scaling E α and E −α we can find E α ∈ g α , E −α ∈ g −α and H α ∈ h σ ′ such that
From the definition of the Cartan semi-involution and the Cartan involution σ adapted to σ ′ it now clear that σ(E α ) = −E −α and σ(E −α ) = −E α . Hence E α − E −α ∈ k. Corresponding to such a σ-real root α define an automorphism D r α as follows:
Following similar calculations as done in [7, Proposition 6 .52], we get D
By suitably scaling E α and
From the definition of the Cartan semi-involution and the Cartan involution σ adapted to σ
Corresponding to such a σ-real root α define an automorphism D im α as follows: 
where (p γ ) γ∈△ re ⊂ h is the dual basis of the real roots. Clearly (h ∩ k) ⊕ i(h ∩ p) is a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra of g R .
4 Vogan Diagrams 4.1. Let g R be an almost compact real form of g and σ ′ be a semi-involution of second type associated to g R . Let σ be a Cartan involution adapted to σ ′ and g R = k ⊕p the corresponding
Cartan subalgebra of g R . By Lemma 3.15, h R does not have any σ-real roots. Choose a positive system △ + for △(g, h), built from a basis of i((ṫ) µ ⊗ 1) followed by a basis of (ȧ) µ ⊗ 1.
Since σ| i(ṫ) µ ⊗1 = Id, σ| (ȧ) µ ⊗1 = −Id and h R contains no σ-real roots, σ(△ + ) = △ + . Thus σ fixes the σ-imaginary roots and permutes in 2-cycles the σ-complex roots.
A Vogan diagram of the triple (g R , h R , △ + ), is a Dynkin diagram of △ + with the 2-element orbits of σ so labeled and with the one element orbit painted or not, accordingly as the corresponding σ-imaginary simple root is noncompact or compact. In addition to this, the underlying Dynkin has numerical labels as given in Figure 1 (Section 1).
4.2.
The Cartan involution σ, is an involution of first kind. Let the realization l(ṡ, ζ, ε m ) of g be adapted to σ. By paragraph 3.9, σ is of the form ρ is a dual basis of the base (α j ) j∈ [1,l] 
If the realization l(ṡ, ζ, ε m ) of g is adapted to σ = exp iπad(p 0 ), then it follows from the definition of adapted realization and discussions following Proposition 3.10 that, for m = 2,ṡ =ġ ζ ⊗ 1(e 0 ) = −e 0 , ζ ⊗ 1(e j ) = e j , for j = 0, for m = 6,ṡ =ġ ×ġ ζ 3 ⊗ 1(e 0 ) = −e 0 , ζ ⊗ 1(e j ) = e j , for j = 0. Also we have, α k (
, using Equation (4.1) we get:
Thus it follows from Eqn (4.1) and Eqn (4.2) that for k ∈ {1, 2, · · · , l},
From the symmetry of the diagram it is clear that for g = l(ġ, µ, ε k ), the involution of first type σ, is of the form ρ exp iπad(p j ), j ∈ [1, l], only when k = 2. In this case l(ġ, ζ, ε 2k ) =
is an adapted realization of g where
and one gets that,
whenever a j is even for j ∈ {1, · · · , l} , exp iπad(p j ) = (exp iπad(
2 ) ⊗ 1, whenever a j is odd for j ∈ {1, · · · , l} . 
l+1 . In both the cases α 0 is a σ-complex root and hence the interior automorphism H is of the form exp iπad(p j ), for some j ∈ [1, l] such that ρ(α j ) = α j . Given a Lie algebra g = l(ġ, µ, ε k ), the set of involutions {exp iπad(
Equivalence of Vogan diagrams:
Observe that the base of the twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebra g is given by
• π ∪ {α 0 }, where α 0 = δ − θ, for g not of type A
2l , and α 0 = δ − 2θ, for g of type A
2l , θ ∈
• △ + ;
• π is a base of (ġ) µ and
• W ⋉ T is the the Weyl group of g (cf.Section1) with w(δ) = δ for w ∈ W . Hence, if the compact real forms of isomorphism between the corresponding almost compact real forms of g. As a consequence we get the second equivalence relation as defined above.
The following are some examples of equivalent Vogan diagrams.
In Example 4, "the equivalence relation 2" gives r 1 (α 2 ) = α 2 + α 1 and r 1 (α 0 ) = α 0 and hence the final diagram is a consequence of the fact that [ Proof. It is known from [6] , that a GCM A can be uniquely associated to Dynkin diagram S(A) and its enumeration of vertices. By • σ = exp iπad(
, if a j is odd and the 0 th and j th vertices are painted. • σ = ρ, if no vertices are painted.
The association of σ with V (A) thus completes the proof of the theorem. Remark. Owing to the definition of the equivalence relation between Vogan diagrams, to prove the theorem, it suffices to show that two almost compact real forms having the same Vogan diagram are isomorphic.
Proof. Let g 1 and g 2 be two almost compact real forms of g having the same Vogan diagram. As they both have the same Dynkin diagram with the same enumeration on the vertices, the same generalized Cartan matrix A is associated with both g 1 and g 2 . Thus the unique twisted Kac-Moody Lie algebra g = g(A) is the complexification of g 1 and g 2 . By Proposition 3.6 there exists Cartan semi-involutions ϑ 1 , ϑ 2 adapted to g 1 and g 1 respectively. Let u j = g ϑ j , for j = 1, 2, be the corresponding compact real forms of g. Let σ be the involution represented by the Vogan diagram. Then for j = 1, 2, σ| u j = ̟ j is the corresponding Cartan involution on u j . Since by [11, Theorem 4.6] all Cartan semi-involutions are conjugate by Int(g), there exits x ∈ Int(g) such that xϑ 1 x −1 = ϑ 2 and consequently x.u 1 = u 2 . As x.g 1 is isomorphic to g 1 , without loss of generality we may assume from the outset that u 1 = u 2 = u and we have ̟ j (u) = u, for j = 1, 2.
Let h 1 = t 1 ⊕a 1 and h 2 = t 2 ⊕a 2 be the Cartan decompositions of the Cartan subalgebras of g 1 and g 2 respectively, where t j and a j , for j = 1, 2, are respectively the +1 and -1 eigenspaces of σ in h j . Consequently, for j = 1, 2, t j ⊕ ia j is a maximal abelian subspace of u and by Remark 3.16, t j ⊕ ia j , is a maximally compact Cartan subalgebra of u. Hence by [11, Proposition 4 .9c],t 1 ⊕ ia 1 and t 2 ⊕ ia 2 are conjugate by an element k ∈ Int(u). Replacing g 2 by kg 2 and arguing as above we may assume that t 1 ⊕ ia 1 = t 2 ⊕ ia 2 . Thus t 1 ⊕ ia 1 and t 2 ⊕ ia 2 have the same complexification, which is denoted by h.
Now the complexifications g and h have been aligned and the root systems are the same. Let the respective positive root systems be given by △ Using the conjugacy of the compact real forms of g we construct in this case,
where for γ ∈ △ re , e γ = E α,ks , f γ = E −α,−ks for α ∈
• △ l , s ∈ Z and e γ = E α,ks+j , f γ = E −α,−ks−j for α ∈
• △ s , s ∈ Z and j ∈ Z k . Here, {E α,ks , E −α,−ks , H α , for α ∈
• △ l } and
Case 1: Suppose h R has no σ-complex roots. As the Vogan diagram for g 1 and g 2 are the same, the automorphisms of △ + defined by ̟ 1 and ̟ 2 have the same effect on h * . Thus,
If α is a simple σ-imaginary real root then
if the j th vertex is unpainted, (4.8) Since h and
and if for j = 1, 2, p j denotes the -1 eigenspace of ̟ j on u, then p 1 = p 2 . Hence
Case 2: Suppose there exists σ-complex simple real roots in g 1 and g 2 . Let ρ denote the diagram automorphism of S(A). In this case the σ-imaginary roots are treated as in Case 1. If for all σ-complex roots γ ∈ △ re there exists X γ ∈ g γ ,X ργ ∈ g ργ and constants a γ , b γ such that 
for γ, ργ σ-complex simple roots, similar calculations as in [1, Theorem 5.2(Case 2)] show that application of the identity
to the σ-eigenspaces of g 1 gives an isomorphism between g 1 and g 2 .
Thus to complete the proof of the theorem we need to show the existence of X γ ∈ g γ , X ργ ∈ g ργ and constants a γ , b γ satisfying Eqn(4.10). Observe from Figure 1 , that for g of type Aff k, k = 1, σ-complex roots exist only when g of type A
ks , where e α ∈ (ġ) α . As e α ⊗ t ks ∈ l(ġ, Id, 1), by [1, Theorem 5.2(Case 2)], Eqn (4.10) is satisfied in this case. However problems can arise if a σ-complex root γ ∈ △ re is a short root. Note that the following are the only short σ-complex simple roots:
ℓ+1 .
is a realization of g adapted to the involution σ, having a 2-element orbit. If g α 0 = CX α 0 and g ρ(α 0 ) = CX α j , for α j a simple short root of g, then in the realization, l(ġ, µH ρ (0) , ε 4 ) we have,
ℓ+1 and A (2) 2ℓ−1 X α j = (eα j + e −µα j ) ⊗ t where j = ℓ for g of type D (2) ℓ+1 ,α j ∈ △(D ℓ+1 ) j = 1 for g of type A (2) 2ℓ−1 ,α j ∈ △(A 2ℓ−1 ) (4.12)
Since for appropriate j (as explained in Eqn(4.12)), ̟ 1 (g α 0 ) ⊂ g α j and ̟ 2 (g α 0 ) ⊂ g α j , by Eqn(4.12) there exists constants a Figure 6 .1, Figure 6 .2] we give in the following table the non-equivalent Vogan diagrams of the twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras corresponding to non-trivial involutions of first type. Note that owing to the equivalence relation as described in Example 1, the non-equivalent Vogan diagrams for g correspond to the following involutions of first type : µ⊗1, exp iπad(p i ) for 1 ≤ i ≤ and owing to the equivalence relations of the kind described in Example 3, the non-equivalent Vogan diagrams for g correspond to the following involutions of first type : ρ, ρ(µ 2 exp iπad(
. The non-equivalent Vogan diagrams for the twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras of type A (2) 2l , D (2) 2r+1 .r ≥ 1, D (2) 2r , r ≥ 2, E (2) 6 and D (2) 4 are similarly studied. It can be easily observed from the Figures 2 and 3 that the count of the number of the Vogan diagrams corresponding to non-trivial involutions of first type matches with the number of almost compact non-compact real forms of twisted affine Kac-Mody Lie algebras as given in [12] , thereby suggesting the existence of a bijective correspondence between the equivalence classes of the Vogan diagrams and the isomorphism classes of the almost compact real forms of twisted affine Kac-Moody Lie algebras. 
